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Auto-Quote Windows Broadcast - October 09 
 
Welcome to the Auto-Quote Windows October 2009 Broadcast 
 
This month we bring you a few topics that have recently been regulars on our 
support desk 
 
In this issue -  
 
1. NTAR - Field Submission Update 
 
2. Auto-Quote Windows - Program Development, Sales Calender, POI 
 
3. MoneyWorks - Update, Support, Opening New Periods, Overpayments 
 
4. ORM Compliance 
 
5. Non-NTAR Clients 

 
6. AAMI - Check mail messages 
 
7. Parts Database - New Vehicle Builds 

 
8. New Times and Rates Field Submission Form 

 
If there is any topic or query you would like covered in the broadcasts, please 
email aqadmin@auto-quote.com and we will gladly add to the next one. 
 
 
Enjoy, 

The AutoThe AutoThe AutoThe Auto----Quote TeamQuote TeamQuote TeamQuote Team    
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1. NTAR  
 
Auto-Quote would like to sincerely thank all the repairers who agreed with and have signed and 
sent back field submission reports. Filling out these reports is the only way to demand the 
accuracy of “Real Time” which in turn benefits the entire Industry.  
 
Auto-Quotes most recent submission was in regards to the paint setup allowance. Along with T 
R Flanagan Smash Repairs and another 69 repairers, the submissions were hand delivered to 
the IAG Technical Research Centre on 25th September. To support this submission of 
increasing the paint setup time from 0.33 to 1 hour a DVD was made that highlighted the time 
taken to mix colour and clean a spray gun. We received confirmation on the 29th September via 
email that IAG will be reviewing the submission ASAP. 
 
Attached on the last page of this broadcast is a copy of the above submission that may be of 
some interest to you. 
 
We are receiving many crisis calls from repairers across the country, Auto-Quote and non Auto-
Quote users alike, with complaints about the shortfalls of NTAR in its assessments. We 
appreciate your calls and encourage you to keep them coming in as we are documenting this 
information to be reported.  
 
If you have any questions or would like to talk about these on going field submissions contact 
Terry Flanagan or Graham Judge on 02 9586 4646. 
 
Keep the Field Submissions and your phone calls coming in! 
 
 

2. Auto-Quote Windows  
 
Program Development 
 
With the New NRMA NTAR method of assessing upon us it is crucial that we closely monitor 
costs of Paint and Body Materials along with worker’s times to get an accurate view of 
expenses. To combat this Auto-Quote has made relevant program changes in the soon to be 
released update. 
 
In the coming update we look forward to a new “B” Browse Work in Progress option from the 
OVD screen. This is a major advantage for office management to view live, the current time 
status of every job and be able to provide information and printouts verifying work times and 
allowances. This advanced Job Register is quicker to access and allows for immediate changes 
to in and out dates, open and closing of Jobs and a live list of Tradesmen and their current 
times. 
 
We also look forward to a new improved Tradesmen Times Entry screen for the workshop. 
Where the screen is viewed in a much larger font and format hence making it easier for the 
workers to view and enter in times quickly and efficiently. 
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Sales Calender - OVD Link 
 
The figures that display in this Sales Calendar are determined by the Auto-Quote Invoice 
Dissection screen. 
Any figures flagged !14 to !21 inclusive go to Labour. 
!22 to !26 inclusive go to Part+Sub+Mat 
!1 to !13 inclusive and !29 to !40 inclusive go to Others 
!27 GST is ignored (Not a Sale item) 
!28 Excess is ignored (Included in other Sales above) 
The Sales Calendar only includes Invoices created in Auto-Quote. 
These figures will not be the same as MoneyWorks if you have processed any Debtor Invoices 
or any Debtor's Credit Notes directly into MoneyWorks, or if you have Written Off any amounts 
in MoneyWorks. 
 
Printing Copies of Auto-Quote Invoices 
 
If you require a paper copy of an Auto-Quote Debtor, Excess or Supp 9 Invoice you must only 
use the POI (Print Old Invoice) option on the relevant Owner Vehicle Details screen. These POI 
options are available to the right of the Inv Debtor, Inv Excess and Inv Supp 9 buttons. 
 
Do not recall the Invoice to obtain a paper copy of the original Invoice. 
 
  

3. MoneyWorks  
 

Update 
 
MoneyWorks Gold has been updated to v5.2.9.  
 
Software Updates Version 5 Clients Only 
 
Note:  DataCentre clients must disregard the instructions below and contact Auto-Quote 

Technical support for assistance with DataCentre Software Updates.  
 
To determine what version of MoneyWorks you are currently running, click on Help then About 
MoneyWorks. Your current version number will be displayed, eg. version 5.2.7  
 
If you are using MoneyWorks version 5, you should check for MoneyWorks Software Updates 
on a regular basis.   
 
You must check the MoneyWorks Server first. This is the computer that you turn on first each 
morning and turn off last each night.  
 
In MoneyWorks click on Help then Software Updates then Check Now  
 
If there is a Software Update available you must exit all other users out of the Auto-Quote 
Windows and MoneyWorks programs before continuing.   
 
When you are in single user mode click on Install  
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When this process has been completed on the MoneyWorks Server you must then update all 
the other MoneyWorks Work Stations immediately. 
 
MoneyWorks Support 
 
If you have a transaction that needs to be corrected and you are in any doubt at all as to how to 
make that correction, please contact us immediately for support before proceeding.  
 
If you have made one attempt at correction without success, please contact us immediately for 
support before proceeding any further. 
 
Opening a New Period in MoneyWorks - Last Day in Period 
 
This operation must be done in single user mode on the MoneyWorks server (the MoneyWorks 
computer that is turned on first each morning and turned off last each afternoon). 
 
MoneyWorks will offer to open a new period when you open the MoneyWorks program for the 
first time after the end date of the previous period, or when you date a transaction in the new 
period. 
You can explicitly open a period at any time as follows 
Click on Command 
Click on Open/Close Period 
Click on the New button 
A confirmation box will display 
Read the message to check that the correct period is about to be opened 
The Last Day in Period will be correct as your  
Year operates on calendar months 
Do not alter this date, leave it alone. 
Note: The Last Day in Period is the date of the end of the new period you are about to open 
Click on the OK button 
Click on Done button 
 
Overpayments in MoneyWorks 
 
If a Receipt already exists in MoneyWorks for an Invoice and that Invoice is then Recalled from 
the Auto-Quote OVD screen you need to go back into MoneyWorks and reapply that Receipt to 
the Recalled Invoice.  
 
In MoneyWorks use Receipt New, highlight the correct line To Allocate then click Use 
Previous Surplus then click on the correct amount in the Outstanding column or key in the 
amount in the Pay column then click Apply. 
 
 

4. ORM Compliance Update 
 
IAG has changed the parameters and framework of its existing ORM platform and will be 
introducing its new ORM3 by 1 December 2009.  All software providers have been advised of 
this changeover. 
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To comply with IAG’s new ORM3, Auto-Quote has worked tirelessly over the last 2 years in 
conjunction with IAG to make and test the necessary program changes.  We are one of the first 
software providers to be fully compliant. 
 
You will see some cosmetic changes only.  The real changes have taken place behind the 
scenes within the structure of the program. 
 
This Auto-Quote program update will be installed to your existing system by us.  We will 
also run the necessary conversion of your existing estimating data, free of charge. 
 
Prior to your site being contacted:- 
 
Please simplify the process by finalizing jobs, invoicing out and carrying out any housekeeping 
you would normally do, eg deleting old messages from the log, as soon as possible. 
 
The rollout:-  
 

• Over the coming weeks and months you will be contacted by an Auto-Quote 
representative to organise a date and time to install the update and run the conversion 
program.  
 

• Conversions will take place Monday to Friday between 8:30am and 4:30pm.  
 

• We require all pc’s to be out of Auto-Quote when we log onto your system to install the 
program and run the conversion.    

 

• Depending on your system setup, the conversion will take anywhere between 10 and 30 
minutes. 

  
As you can appreciate, we have a lot of clients to convert and would therefore appreciate your 
assistance in getting the job done as smoothly and quickly as possible. 
  
Should you require further information regarding ORM3, please email us or speak with your IAG 
representative. 
  
We look forward to speaking with you in the coming weeks. 
 
 

5.  Non-NTAR Clients 
 

The following information relates only to clients who are not using Auto-Quote’s NTAR 
program.  
 
After loading the recent Auto-Quote Windows program update you may have noticed that some 
of your estimates are displaying items in the PM/BM category 
 
To stop this from happening in any future estimates, from any OVD screen click on 
 

S Set Up Parameters then F9 Add/Revise Material List  
 
You can access the S button at the end of the second Address line from any OVD screen 
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Zero out all amounts that are displayed in the Hrs, Rate and Amt fields. 
 

 
 
Click on F10 Exit twice. 
 
To remove the PM/BM items from any existing estimates, click on F6 CAT from the relevant 
OVD screen, then click on the PM/BM tab, then click on the Clear button at the top of the 
Material Lists screen, then answer Yes to Do you want to delete all the material items? then 
click on F9 OVD.  
 
At the OVD screen tap the Hot Key V on the keyboard to view the estimate on screen to check 
that there are no entries for Misc Items & Materials. 
 
The above procedures relate only to clients who are not using Auto-Quote’s NTAR 
program.  
 
 

6. AAMI 
 
When you check mail in AAMI you may get the following pop up message 
 
au.com.aami.pnet.webservice.quote3.QuoteRequestException: This Quote Request has 
been previously cancelled on 14/05/2008 08:12:06 #9055MsgID:599614 
 
Note:   The part of the message that is bold will remain the same each time. The rest of the 

message may vary according to the message type it is referring to. 
 
When you get this message note the MsgID number (MsgID:599614) and click OK. The above 
message may pop up again if there are more messages that need to be deleted. Click OK to 
each message after noting the different MsgID for each one.  
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Go to the main Message log and click ALL. Sort the MsgID column in numerical order and then 
find the matching MsgID. Note the only fields that are populated in that message is Type, Msg 
I/O and MsgID the rest of the line is blank. Highlight the message and select Delete located 
next to the F10 Exit button on the bottom left of your screen.  
 
Say Yes when the message asks “Are you sure you want to delete this message?” and then 
say No when it asks “Keep this message in the AAMI server”. If for some reason you click Yes 
to this message the message will return next time you check mail. If so repeat the above 
process again. 
 
You will need to repeat this process for each of the MsgID that needs to be delete out of the log 
 
If you have questions please call the Auto-Quote helpdesk on 02 9570 7855 
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Parts Database 
 
The Auto-Quote Parts Database continues to grow rapidly with some 60 new vehicles 
added so far this year. European vehicle content will again be improved with many new  
models due to be added soon including BMW M Sport Models, Audi Sport Models and  
new Alfa Romeo models. 
 
New Vehicles added so far this year… 
 

New Builds Done 
File Name Make Model Year 

AA3083D Audi A3 3D Hatch 08- 

AA609 Audi A6 4D Sedan 09- 

AQ5W09 Audi Q5 5D Wagon 09- 

BMW309S BMW 3 Series E90 4D Sedan 08- 

FFBFW3 Ford Falcon BF3 Wagon 08- 

FFI093D Ford Fiesta 3D Hatch 09- 

FFI095D Ford Fiesta 5D Hatch 09- 

FF094D Ford Focus 4D 09- 
FF095D Ford Focus 5D 09- 

FM095D Ford Mondeo MB 5D  09- 

FM09W Ford Mondeo MA Wagon 09- 

FRU2D09 Ford Ranger 2D Ute 09- 

FRU4D09 Ford Ranger 4DUte 09- 

FT09 Ford Territory Wagon 09- 

HCRU4D09 Holden Cruze Sedan 09- 

HCTY09 Honda City 4D 09- 

HC4D09 Honda Civic 4D 09- 

HO09 Honda Odyssey Wagon 09- 

HI30W09 Hyundai I30CW 5D Wagon 09- 

JW084D Jeep Wrangler 4WD 4D 08- 

KIACS09 Kia Cerato 4D Sedan 09- 

KIASOU09 Kia Soul 5D Hatch 09- 

LIS250C Lexus IS250C 2D 09- 

LRX35009 Lexus RX350 5D 09- 

LRX450H Lexus RX450H 5D 09- 

M309S Mazda 3 4D Sedan 09- 

M309H Mazda 3 5D Hatch 09- 

MMX509 Mazda MX5 Conv 09- 

MAC095D Mercedes A Class 5D 07- 

MBC08 Mercedes B Class 5D 07- 
MMC08 Mercedes M Class Wagon 08- 

MSV08 Mercedes Sprinter Van 08- 

New Builds Done 
File Name Make Model Year 

MVVL04 Mercedes Vito Van LWB 04- 

MVVS04 Mercedes Vito Van SWB 04- 

MAC093D Mercedes  A Class 3D 07- 

MC09 Mini Cooper Hard Top 09- 

MCST09 Mini Cooper Soft Top 09- 

MLCHW05 Mitsubishi Lancer CH Wgn 05- 

MPNT2D Mitsubishi Pajero NT 2D 08- 

MPNT4D Mitsubishi Pajero NT 4D 08- 
PG204 Proton Gen2 5D Hatch 04- 

PJU2D03 Proton Jumbuck 2D Ute 05- 

PP08S Proton Persona 4D Sedan 08- 

PS07 Proton Satria 3D Hatch 07- 

PS5D06 Proton Savvy 5D Hatch 06- 

PW4D02 Proton Waja 4D Sedan 02-06 

S9308C Saab 9-3 2D Convert 08- 

S93084D Saab 9-3 4D Sedan 08- 

S93035D Saab 9-3 5D Hatch 03-07 

S93085D Saab 9-3 5D Hatch 08- 

TC09 Toyota Camry Sed 09- 

TPR09 Toyota Prius 4d 09- 

VWGR325D Volkswagen Golf R32 5D 07- 

VWG09 Volkswagen Golf 5D 09- 

VWNB06 Volkswagen New Beetle 06- 

VWTW07 Volkswagen Touareg 07- 

VV50W08 Volvo V50 Wagon 08- 

VV70W08 Volvo V70 Wagon 08- 

VS4008 Volvo S40 Sedan 08- 

VXC60 Volvo XC60 4WD 09- 

VXC7008 Volvo XC70 4WD 08- 
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New Times and Rates Field Submission Report 
 
Company Name: __________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Contact Name: ________________________________ Contact Number: _______________________ 

 

Email address: ____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Address: _________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Suburb: ______________________________________  Postcode: ______________________________ 

 
Vehicle details for the report This submission relates to all vehicles 

 

Submission Details The NTAR estimating methodology allowance for Paint Set-up time of 0.33 does not 
sufficiently cover the time spent on the various tasks required. 

“This allowance is payable on all quotes to cover time spent identifying, mixing and matching colour and 
the cleaning of guns and equipment used” 

 
20 minutes does not adequately address the following tasks which vary on every job  

 
1. Identify the colour code – a phone call to Dealer may be required 

2. Check job sheet to determine how much colour is required, consider used panels, inner panels 

3. Check adjoining panels for signs of previous repairs 

4. Polish adjoining panels for colour matching consistency 

5. Check for the correct variant, use of colour cards required to determine correct formula 

6. Mix tinters to pre determined amounts, this usually involves 5 – 7 tinters 

7. Spray test card – 3 coats required for coverage – force dry test card with lamps or infra red 

8. Place vehicle or panel in natural light for matching, usually requires vehicle to be moved 

9. Mix & match colour as required, usually involves 2 workers checking several angles 

10. Confirm colour is acceptable for use and obtain sign off from Manager for colour match accuracy 

11. If primer was required – mix primer & clean spray gun 

12. If plastic primer is required – mix primer & clean spray gun 

13. Rinse spray gun after colour has been applied 

14. Clean spray gun after clear has been applied – full dismantle required 

15. If a major refinish task is required then two booth operations are required – double mixing & cleaning 

In addition to the time taken it should be noted there are consumables and materials eg tinters, prepsol, polish, 
rags, spray out cards, gun clean thinners required as part of this process. 
As the allowance is currently set at 20 minutes I do not believe it is possible for any spraypainter to carry out all of 
the tasks listed above in this time and therefore request that the time be increased from 0.33 to  0.75 for solid 
colours and 1.00 for metallic colours.  

 
If you are in agreement with this submission, complete details and fax to 02 9579 4023  


